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Grossbodungen, Germany

The von Westphalens were on the hunt for an “old house,” ideally in the Westphalia region where their ancestors
were big shots until Germany abolished its monarchy and aristocracy in 1919.
What the couple adopted instead in 1994, as a result of their “wanted” advertisement in newspapers, was a
crumbling old pile in formerly communist eastern Germany. Ever since, they have been lovingly restoring
Grossbodungen Castle in the idyllic Eichsfeld region of the state of Thuringia.
Raban Graf von Westphalen and his wife Gerlinde have turned the castle, which long ago had a moat around it,
into an arts centre cum home.
He is a count and she is a countess, but so are all their relations, not just the eldest sons. Under German law,
“Graf” or count is part of the family surname, but confers no other special legal rights any more.
Grossbodungen is a small town, population 1,500, where the von Westphalens’ private art gallery is the only one
far and wide.
“We were curious about a region we didn’t know,” remembers Gerlinde von Westphalen, who was at the time
studying for a doctorate in politics at the University of Halle-Wittenberg.
Her husband was then a politics professor in Berlin.
“We wanted to save a historic monument and got a rundown castle,” continues Gerlinde, who had dreams of
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creating a “meeting place” and a “small gallery.”
They thought about it for six months and then decided to take Grossbodungen because of the beautiful
countryside and the fact that the Eichsfeld region is Catholic, the religion that the oldtime von Westphalens fought
for fiercely in Germany’s religious wars. The fact that Grossbodungen itself is Lutheran was a wrinkle they
decided to ignore.
The castle was originally built in the 13th century. Its imposing, 27-metre-high tower was added 300 years later.
“At the beginning we lived in a nearby bungalow,” says Gerlinde.
Though she is a commoner by birth, gaining her title through her marriage to Raban, she thinks Germany’s
peerage families get unfairly sneered at.
“Everybody has their own picture of the nobility,” she says. “But the nobility’s been abolished for almost 100
years now.”
Owning large houses can be a terrible financial strain, she insists, even if that’s what she and Raban wanted.
“It’s not just pomp and splendour.”
“Most nobles have to work and earn money,” she adds, dismissing a cliche about all aristocrats inheriting landed
estates and spending their lives partying.
Gerlinde suspects that in Grossbodungen the local townsfolk raised on communist ideology probably thought that
an “old fogey of the feudal system” was moving in to oppress them: “They had never seen a countess,” she
says.
The villagers were already suspicious of the capitalist lifestyle flooding in from the West in the early 1990s, after
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 led to the reunification of East and West Germany.
But the von Westphalens have long since integrated, taking part in village festivals and becoming members of the
local carnival and gardeners’ clubs. Their own club, Burgforum, which they set up in support of their gallery, has
50 members.
“We’ve got used to them, it’s nothing special any more,” says the local mayor, Heiko Steinecke. “They’re quite
normal people.”
It took a total of 12 years to fully restore the castle, including two years to fix the courtyard. The count and
countess were there every step of the way, climbing up scaffolding and pushing wheelbarrows, something
Gerlinde believes may have impressed the locals.
In 2012 she received an award from the German Castle Institute (Deutschen Burgenvereinigung) for her work in
preserving and restoring Grossbodungen.
In 1996, on an annual day when German historic monuments open to the public for free, the locals were invited to
look around for the first time, a ritual which has been repeated every year since then.
Each year there was always something new to show. In 2005, the gallery was relocated to the bower, a nearby
350-year-old timberwork house, which was also restored by the couple.
Gerlinde operates a cafe, which serves afternoon teas to tourists Wednesday to Sunday, and the art gallery,
which often hosts concerts and discussion groups, but the house is their private space except on national
monuments day.
“I think politically, I’m not complacent and I’d like to do something for the area as well as for culture,” says the
countess, who has sat on the local town council since 2009.

—DPA
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